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VERTICAL INTEGRATION WITH OPC

TRAINING OBJECTIVE

In this chapter, the students learn to integrate automation systems from diverse manufacturers into higher level programs of the plant control level. The required fundamentals for setting up OPCs and the method of functioning as well as the integration possibilities by means of PCS 7 are explained.

THEORY IN BRIEF

OLE for Process Control (OPC) provides a standard mechanism for communication with a variety of data sources. It makes no difference in this case whether these sources are machines in your factory, or a database in your control center. OPC is based on the OLE/COM technology by Microsoft.

By means of an OPC server, data can be exchanged with external systems without knowledge of the topology and a PCS 7 OS installation being required.

From the view of the user programs generated in higher level programming languages such as C++ and Visual Basic, OPC is a bridge to the process data and the device data of the automation systems. For the device manufacturers, the development of an OPC server is necessary instead of special drivers. For software developers it is of advantage: applications can be written independent of the device. Users in turn have more freedom regarding the selection of devices and software products [1].

Figure 1: Integration of the IT world into automation systems [3]
**THEORY**

**INTRODUCTION**

OPC provides a standardized, open and manufacturer-independent software interface for integrated data communication between automation systems and MS Windows applications with OPC capability. OPC has developed into a de-facto standard for interfacing automation systems by different manufacturers with higher level programs of the plant control level for

- Process visualization (monitoring of individual product lines with cross data traffic)
- Integrated management (ordering, quality control, maintenance, material management, production planning)

The software interface OPC is based on the Windows technologies COM (Component Object Model) and DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model). OPC XML on the other hand is based on the internet standards XML, SOAP and http. COM is the Microsoft protocol standard for communication between objects that are located on one computer but in different programs. With DCOM, COM was expanded with the capability to access objects beyond computer boundaries. This basis makes possible standardized data exchange between applications from industry, office and manufacturing. Communication via DCOM is limited to local networks. Data exchange by means of XML uses the protocol SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). SOAP is an XML based protocol that is independent of the platform. With SOAP, applications on the Internet or in heterogeneous computer networks can communicate with each other by means of HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol).

The OPC Foundation defined the standard for the OPC interface. Leading corporations in industry automation comprise the OPC Foundation. The OPC servers of the OS system support the following specifications:

- OPC Data Access 1.0, 2.05a and 3.0
- OPC XML Data Access 1.01
- OPC Historical Data Access 1.20
- OPC Alarm & Events 1.10

**CLIENT-SERVER PRINCIPLE**

OPC communication is based on the client server principle (refer to Figure 2). The client takes the initiative and makes a request to the server (service provider). The server replies, executes or supplies. The connection structure needed for this always emanates from the OPC client. The advantage of such a communication scheme is that only the clients have to "know" the server.

The OPC server can access the process data of the automation system.

**OPC Server**

The OPC software component that provides data when an OPC client requests it is called **OPC server**. The server has to be installed on the PC since OPC specific entries are required in the Windows registry. “Upwards”, the OPC server supports the interface specification Data Access; “downwards” it is connected through a lower level communication network with the connected automation system as the actual data source.
OPC Client

OPC components that use an OPC server as data source are called **OPC clients**. An OPC client is, as a rule, part of the user program that has to be configured. To this end, two OPC interfaces are available:

- The *custom interface* (customer specific interface) for programming languages that address interfaces with the function pointer principle, such as C/C++
- The *automation interface* for programming languages that address interfaces with object names, such as Visual Basic

**OPC Specification**

**OPC Data Access (OPC DA)**

Data Access is an OPC specification used to access process data by means of variables. OPC servers for Data Access manage the process variables and the different access capabilities to these variables. This allows the OPC server:

- To read the value of one or several process variables
- To change the value of one or several process variables by writing a new value
- To monitor the value of one or several process variables
- To signal value changes

Process variables are place holders for values that currently have to be determined. The OPC specification defines the interface between client and server programs for managing the process data. Data Access servers make the transparent access to the most varied...
data sources (for example, temperature sensor) and data sinks (for example, control systems) possible for one or several Data Access clients.

These data sources and data sinks can be located on IO cards inserted directly into the PC, but they can also be on any device such as controllers, input/output modules, etc., that are connected by means of serial connections or field busses. A Data Access client can also access several Data Access servers at the same time.

Data Access clients can be very simple Excel sheets or extensive programs (for example, Visual Basic). Data Access clients in turn can be part of larger programs.

**OPC Data Access Class Model**

When the client accesses data, the hierarchical class model of Data Access assists in adapting the time effort and the result of the content to the current requirements of the application. Data Access differentiates three classes:

- **OPC server**
- **OPC group**
- **OPC item**

![Class model of the Data Access Interface][1]

The client application uses COM calls of the operating system only to generate an object of the class OPC server. The other objects are generated by means of corresponding OPC methods of the class OPC server or lower level classes.

The highest class is the **OPC server**. Every OPC server belongs to this class. This class represents the access for all other services of the Data Access server. With the aid of class specific attributes, information about the status, the version and (optional) the name space of the available process variables can be obtained. Objects of the class OPC server manage the instances of the lower level class OPC Group.

The class **OPC group** is directly subordinated to the class OPC server and structures the process variables utilized by the OPC server. The OPC client is able to use several objects of this class simultaneously. With the aid of the objects of OPC group, the client can generate useful units of process variables and perform operations with them. For example, all process variables of a screen page of the operator interface can be combined into one group. The class OPC group defines methods that can be used to read and write the values of the process variables.

---
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The class **OPC Item** represents the actual process variable and allows for polling individual data. Each variable is an element (item) in the OPC server’s name space and is identified with an item ID. The item ID is specified by the manufacturer of the server and has to be unique within the server’s name space. Each value has the following properties:

- **Value**
  The last recorded value of the variable

- **Quality**
  How meaningful is the value. If the quality is good, it was possible to determine the value with surety

- **Timestamp**
  Point in time when the current value of the variable was determined. With each value change indicated to the client, the time stamp is updated. If the value of the variable does not change, the timestamp remains the same also.

Variables have to be specified when the OPC interface is called to obtain process values. By indicating variables, the client is able to request the needed values from the server. The client has to sign up every requested variable at the server to specify the variables that are to be read. Variables can be read and written synchronously as well as asynchronously.

The client can transfer the monitoring of variables to the server. If the value of a variable changes, the server sends a corresponding message to the client. The variables provided by the OPC server can be subdivided into:

- **Process variables**
  represent measured and control variables of input/output devices

- **Control variables**
  Using these variables triggers certain supplementary services, such as the transmission of pass words

- **Information variables**
  These variables are made available by the communication system and by the OPC server and provide information about the state of connections, devices, etc..

Below a few examples of the variables of an OPC Data Access server:

- Control variables of a PLC
- Data of a measurement data acquisition system
- Status variables of the communication system

**OPC eXtensible Markup Language DA (OPC XML DA)**

OPC XML is a standard that makes possible communication with a platform-independent protocol over the Internet. The client is no longer tied to a Windows environment (DCOM). With the HTTP protocol and the SOAP interface, other operating system -for example LINUX- can monitor and exchange OPC data via the Internet.

SOAP provides a simple and transparent mechanism for exchanging structured and typified information between computers in a decentralized, distributed environment. SOAP is a basis for XML based information exchange.

Data access by means of OPC XML has a functional scope based on OPC Data Access. Change controlled feedback regarding data changes as in the case of DCOM interfaces is not provided for OPC XML because of the lose internet connection.
Accessing methods directly from the Internet represents a considerable security risk. For that reason, SOAP uses exclusively the Internet http channel (HTTP = Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) that can be managed easily with a firewall.

![Figure 4: Data transfer with HTTP](image)

**OPC Alarms & Events (OPC A&E)**

OPC Alarm & Events is an additional specification for transmitting process alarms and events. Events are special states in the process that have to be indicated to the recipient. The OPC specification defines three types of events for this:

- **Condition related events**
  They indicate the state transitions defined in the OPC state model and are tied to defined conditions

- **Tracking events**
  They indicate process changes; for example, when a user changes the setpoint of a controller

- **Simple events**
  They indicate all other stateless events; for example, the failure of a system component

Alarms & Events servers are used for the following, for example:

- **Detecting events** – for example, reactor level reached
- **Determining the state of an event** - product tank full
- **Confirming an event** – reactor level reached detected,
- **Monitoring the confirmation** – the confirmation is monitored by the reactor alarm indicator; the alarm was detected; the warning signal can be switched off

New events can be indicated without confirmation also. By means of filter criteria, the OPC client sets the events that are indicated to the OPC client. All events corresponding to the set filter criteria have to be forwarded by the originator of the event up to the user. This differentiates Alarms & Events from Data Access. For variable monitoring, only the value changes in the specified time frame are indicated.

The OPC specification defines the syntax of the interface for message receipt. The manufacturer of the OPC server specifies the event types that a server provides.
**OPC Server of SIMATIC NET**

The open OPC interface is the central interface of the products on the PG/PC of SIMATIC NET. The OPC server of SIMATIC NET supports all communication protocols and services that the communication modules make available.

The OPC server of SIMATIC NET supports for all protocols the interface specification OPC Data Access. For protocols that have mechanisms for transmitting events (S7 communication) OPC Alarms & Events is supported also.

The OPC server of SIMATIC NET makes possible the access to the industrial communication networks PROFIBUS and Industrial Ethernet of SIMATIC NET. It provides OPC clients with the values of process variables or indicates events from the peer device. To this end -with the aid of the protocol software and the communication processor of SIMATIC NET- it accesses the peer devices via the communication network (refer to Figure 5).

![OPC Server of SIMATIC NET](image)

**OpenPCS 7**

OpenPCS 7 was developed for use on multi-user systems. By means of a separate PC station with OpenPCS 7 (OpenPCS 7 station), data can be exchanged with external systems without knowledge of the topology and without a PCS 7 OS installation being necessary. This server collects from existing OS server systems the data via OPC and makes it available in a concentrated form. For that reason, OpenPCS 7 can be used exclusively on multi-user systems.

OpenPCS 7 can be used for data exchange with the following levels:
- Automation level
- Plant control and production level
- MES level (Manufacturing Execution Systems)
- ERP level (Enterprise Resource Planning)
**LITERATURE**


STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

TASK

The example below shows how to access variables in the OS from Microsoft Excel through OPC. In these step by step instructions, select the level of Reactor R001 to access them.

The settings necessary for this are made in an Excel file. The required macros already exist in the Excel file and are started automatically with the correct settings.

Detailed knowledge regarding macro-programming is not assumed in this training module nor is it provided. Refer to the manuals and technical literature on Microsoft Excel.

To diagnose the availability of the OPC server of WinCC, the software OPC Scout V10 of SIMATIC NET is used.

TRAINING OBJECTIVE

In this chapter, the student learns:

– Diagnosis of the local OPC servers with the OPC Scout V10
– Display of variables available via OPC in OPC Scout V10
– Settings in Excel for OPC access to the variables provided in WinCC
– Test of a Microsoft Excel application with access to variables of WinCC via OPC

These instructions are based on the project ‘PCS7_SCE_0301_Ueb_R1305_en.zip’ and the Microsoft Excel file ‘PCS7_SCE_0302_OPC_Template_R1505_en.xls’.

PROGRAMMING

1. After opening the exercise project from chapter “Advanced Layouts for UIs P03-01”, start PLCSIM and in the ‘Plant View’ Compile and Download Objects of the project is opened. (→ SCE_PCS7_Prj → PLC → Compile and Download Objects)
2. Before you ‘Start’ the compilation, make sure the S7-PLCSIM is in STOP mode. Everything is compiled and downloaded regarding the charts. Regarding the OS, compile without ‘Memory reset’. (→ Start)

3. Next, set S7 PLCSIM to the ‘RUN’ mode and open WinCC. (→ SIMATIC PC Station(1) → WinCC Appl → Open Object)

4. Then, in WinCC, activate Runtime. (→ Activate)
5. After Runtime is completely powered up, start ‘OPC Scout V10’.

(→ Start → Siemens Automation → SIMATIC → SIMATIC NET → OPC Scout V10)

6. In the OPC Scout V10, diagnostic data for the different OPC servers of the local PC is displayed. If it is not possible to set up the connection to a certain server, this is indicated as an error.
7. The WinCC server is called ‘OPCServer.WinCC’. Below this server, a file structure can be opened down to the CFC blocks that allow monitoring. In this example, we selected the block ‘Monitor_A1T2L001’ to display the level of Reactor R001.

```
OPCServer.WinCC → @LOCALMACHINE → SIMATIC S7 Protocol Suite → TCP/IP → S7 Program → A1_multipurpose_plant/T2_reaction/reactor$R001/A1T2L001/Monitor_A1T2L001
```

8. From the data of this monitoring block, we want to monitor the input ‘PV#Value’. For this reason, drag it to the lower area of ‘DA view 1’.

```
A1_multipurpose_plant/T2_reaction/reactor$R001/A1T2L001/Monitor_A1T2L001
PV#Value
```
9. Next, click on 'Monitoring ON'. Now, in addition to other information, we can monitor the value, time stamp and quality. This shows you whether the 'OPCServer.WinCC' works faultlessly. (→ Monitoring ON)

10. If this is the case, open the Microsoft Excel file included in the module with a double click. (→ PCS7_SCE_0302_OPC_Template_R1505_en.xls)

11. Then, save it in Microsoft Excel under a new name. (→ File → Save As → PCS7_SCE_0302_OPC.xls)
12. In Microsoft Excel, we now have to set the security settings correctly for the macros to be started.

(→ Developer → Macro Security → Macro Settings → Disable all macros with notification → OK)

13. Then, in ‘Options’, activate the macros for this session.

(→ Options → Enable Content → OK)
14. For the additional settings, open ‘Visual Basic’ in Microsoft Excel.

(→ Developer → Visual Basic)

15. There, under ‘Tools’ open the option ‘References’. (→ Tools → References)

16. For the variables to be accessed in OPCServer ‘WinCC’, the reference to the dll ‘Siemens OPC DA Automation 2.0’ has to be activated; if this reference is not available, it has to be entered here with ‘Browse’. The path is then ‘C:\Program Files\Common Files\Siemens\opc\sopcdaauto.dll’.

(→ Siemens OPC DA Automation 2.0 → Browse → C:\Program Files\Common Files\Siemens\opc\sopcdaauto.dll → OK)
17. Now, the computer name has to be entered in field A1. We can copy it in WinCC under Computer properties. In field A2, the complete variable name has to be entered; it can be copied from the OPC Scout V10. (→ A1 → PCS7OSLIENT3 → A2 → A1_multipurpose_plant/T2_reaction/reactor$R001/A1T2L001/Monitor_A1T2L001.PV# Value)
18. Next, save and close the Microsoft Excel file prior to reopening it with a double click.

(→ Save → PCS7 SCE_0302_OPCh.xls)
19. During opening, we take note of the security warning and here also, we enable the macros for the following session. (→ Options → Enable macros)

![Security Warning]

Do you want to make this file a Trusted Document?
This file is on a network location. Other users who have access to this network location may be able to tamper with this file.

What's the risk?
- [ ] Do not ask me again for network files

Yes [ ] No [ ]

20. Now, in field B2, the variable can be monitored.

![Screenshot of Excel sheet]
21. In field B3, a new value can be written for the variable. We cannot use the process value as above because it would overwrite itself immediately. It is best to use a fixed parameter, for example, A1_multipurpose_plant/T2_reaction/reactor$R001/A1T2L001/Monitor_A1T2L001.PV_AH_Lim to test this functionality. With the OPC Scout, change the value to 1005, and then with the Excel file back to 1000.
EXERCISES

In the exercises, we apply what we learned in the Theory section and in the Step by Step Instructions.

The existing multi-project PCS7_SCE_0301_Ueb_R1305_en.zip and the table PCS7_SCE_0302_OPC_Template_R1505_en.xls will be used for this.

The objective of this exercise is: identifying and reading a measured value by means of an OPC item.

TASKS

1. Using PCS 7 and the OPC Scout, identify the corresponding variable name of temperature measurement in Reactor R001.

2. Modify the variable name in the table from the step by step instructions with the new name and read out the value.